Clinical and Genetic Characteristics of East Asian Patients with Occult Macular Dystrophy (Miyake Disease): East Asia Occult Macular Dystrophy Studies Report Number 1.
To describe the clinical and genetic characteristics of the cohort enrolled in the East Asian studies of occult macular dystrophy (OMD). International, multicenter, retrospective cohort studies. A total of 36 participants from 21 families with a clinical diagnosis of OMD and harboring pathogenic RP1L1 variants (i.e., Miyake disease) were enrolled from 3 centers in Japan, China, and South Korea. A detailed history was obtained, and comprehensive ophthalmological examinations including spectral-domain OCT were performed. All detected sequence variants in the RP1L1 gene were reviewed, and in silico analysis was performed, including allele frequency analyses and pathogenicity predictions. Onset of disease, visual acuity (VA) converted to the logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution (logMAR), OCT findings, and effect of detected variants. Eleven families from Japan, 6 from South Korea, and 4 from China were recruited. There were 12 female and 24 male participants. The median age of onset was 25.5 years (range, 2-73), and the median age at the latest examination was 46.0 years (range, 11-86). The median VA (logMAR) was 0.65 (range, -0.08-1.22) in the right eye and 0.65 (-0.08-1.10) in the left eye. A significant correlation between onset of disease and VA was revealed. The Classical morphologic phenotype showing both blurred ellipsoid zone and absence of interdigitation zone of the photoreceptors was demonstrated in 30 patients (83.3%), and subtle photoreceptor architectural changes were demonstrated in 6 patients (16.6%). Eight pathogenic RP1L1 variants were identified, including 6 reported variants and 1 novel variant: p.R45W, p.T1194M/p.T1196I (complex), p.S1199C, p.G1200A, p.G1200D, p.V1201G, and p.S1198F, respectively. Two variants were recurrent: p.R45W (11 families, 52.4%) and p.S1199C (5 families, 23.8%). The pathogenic missense variants in 10 families (47.6%) were located within the previously reported unique motif, including 6 amino acids (1196-1201). There is a large spectrum of clinical findings in Miyake disease, including various onset of disease and VA, whereas the characteristic photoreceptor microstructures were shared in most cases. Two hot spots including amino acid numbers 45 and 1196-1201 in the RP1L1 gene were confirmed in the East Asian population.